Speech Carlos Castro – Monday 20th May , 2019 – General Assembly –
Lisbon

Thank you very much 1st of all marked the 1st good step in the morning
but we tried to do it better and 1st of all on behalf of the municipality of
Lisbon welcome to our city. The city that gave the name to the current
treaty of the European Union and of course for us Lisbon it's an honor to
have your association with a huge event here in our city and what a
moment to have these events when we are in when we have few days to
the European elections and like their European commissioner as someone
of the table mentioned before when a crucial times for Europe the 1st
thing that you must and I have to underline is the importance of your work probably the
overwhelming majority of Europeans citizens don't have idea that you each one of you at least once
in our daily life as European citizens at their work of what you’ve done in the Brussels on other
European institutions and it is crucial to understand many times European citizen don’t understand
how it works and but many of these works was made by you and in these days also by your
colleagues that are working in the Europeans institutions and this is crucial for understands that your
work is very important for us up her eyes as a ruffian citizens because I'm your arches citizen but also
a proud European citizens but not a proud European citizen to live alone in the world's we don't want
to make Europe great again we want to make your fair again and it is crucial because as you can see
I'm a young guy so I don't have any idea well I have an idea but I didn't add the opportunity to see
the Gasperi, the Schumann money or their open leaders but I sought to solve when François
Mitterrand also meter high and Helmut Kohl gave their hands and I remember when them there the
Berlin wall full dumb and this is crucial for us in these times when the people in European Union from
the stony to portrait from island to Cyprus all across the 20 weeks countries and I mentioned 28
because I'm from the remain we must understand how important this is for our daily life I think we
ever huge problem in these days in Europe we don't understand what is globalization we were crucial
with the globalization in the world namely we Portuguese citizens in 50' in the 15th century but the
world change the last and we know very well with our history yes our common history as Europeans
what happened in the thirties and in the forties and this is a reason that we must understand the
challenge that wearing freight in face of our future and the present future some days ago as survey in
Austria mention that many people of their ocean citizens evenly over a good idea what happened
2nd World War is terrible because now we can see what is happening in across Europe fortunately
not in Portugal but you can go to Spain share of the same word but let's forget the Spanish political
party but whatever for example in Saturday in their in Milano well some people gather in the way to
fight against Europe and they are more appealing today than they were before they want to be
selected in euro by they gather and of course many people think now I am a politician I will not
ignore for example what is happening now in France I have some friends from that political power
and social soul I'm a social Democrat and the people do not understand what is happening now to in
these days in France. The question is not left and right, the question is to be pro or against Europe
and this is the point if you want to be a succeed as their opinion you Union would writes with values
and which future with social rights for all the citizens no matter where the people come from No
matter what they understand as a religion but with all the respect for all the citizens we must bet in
European Union and this is why your association is crucial for us you have the experience you have
the knowledge and above all you are europe citizens of course we don't we are not here to say to
you forget you're not share ID national courts we want that you are proud of that but without this
flag we will be more weak the future and look to the world in these days we are citizens of a country

of the continent's that always understand that the white people rule the world even with the
republics or their monarchies but all change through to the arbiter yesterday to the US today while
not so potential with the policies but look for example to India to China even to some countries not
in these days in Latin America, but when they have a progressive policies they also can profit in the
world's but if I took it today is a fight of what our founding fathers understand between 1945 and
1957 we must battle for the values of the human dignity we not only want the capitalism as a rule of
the state we want as a part of the society, but not against the people without rights and without
duties so for all of us of behalf of municipality of Lisbon once again have a good work but please say
year fight for Europe because we deserve it as European citizens. Thank you very much.

